
Ultrasonic inspectors have long asked for 3 key items when it comes to portable 

Features

2 independent gates
5 unique display formats
One-hand operation
13 hour battery life
Made In the USA

ECHO FD is ideal for a wide variety of  
applications and industries: 

Weld inspection
De-laminations
Porosity
Disbond
Forgings
Castings

Power generation 
Oil and gas
Pipeline inspection
Tank inspection
Thickness surveys
Inspection  
companies

ECHO FD
detector capable of performing the majority of your 

ECHO FD

ECHO FD comes standard with 2 independent 

ECHO FD also allows 

interface all for the price of equal or less than you 

Mechanically the ECHO FD has been designed from 

ECHO FD has a convenient rubber boot with 

We even designed in the ability to use a magnetic 

thumb and the keys are raised rubber keypad with 

ECHO FD also allows for one hand operation with a 

NEW
ECHO FD  
PORTABLE 
ULTRASONIC 
FLAW DETECTOR

well as corrosion or precision thickness gaging if 



ECHO FD
Display:

conditions 
Backlight:
variable light intensity
Package:
impact plastic with illuminating rubber keypad for go/no-go 
testing
Operating Temperature:
Transducer Connectors:
Bandwidth: 
Pulser:
Mode:
Measurement Rate:
Pulser Voltage:
Range: 
Zoom: Zooms gate 1 width to minimum range capability
Delay:

Vel:
Weight:
Battery Life:
Battery Type:
Charger:
Rubber Boot: Custom boot to protect the unit with chest 

Gain:
Linearity:

USB2:  
re-charge
Alarm: Dynamic change of color and vibrate on alarm for 

minimum depth alarm
Datalogger:
micro SD 

character longer  strings
Stored Setups:

Data XL:

Peak Hold:

Freeze:
analysis

Waveform: Filled or outline
Gates:

set to peak or edge detection for each gate
Auto Cal:
and thick
Display Special Funcitons: 5 display modes for varying A-scan 

Rectifcation: 
Units:
Languages:

Angle Beam:

Angle:

Reject:
bar
Measurement Types:

couple
Bluetooth: Optional
Standard Inclusions: 

bottle of couplant and rubber booth with padded wrist strap 
and stand
Software Options:

Hardware Options: 

RHOS Compliant

Made in USA
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